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the natural is a 1984 american sports film based on bernard malamud s 1952

novel of the same name directed by barry levinson and starring robert redford

robert duvall glenn close kim basinger wilford brimley barbara hershey robert

prosky and richard farnsworth the natural directed by barry levinson with robert

redford robert duvall glenn close kim basinger a middle aged unknown comes

seemingly out of nowhere to become a legendary baseball player with almost

supernatural talent the 1984 film the natural sees robert redford s roy hobbs shot

by harriet bird a mysterious woman who targets him we break down harriet s

reasoning the natural 1984 cast and crew credits including actors actresses

directors writers and more summaries a middle aged unknown comes seemingly

out of nowhere to become a legendary baseball player with almost supernatural

talent an unknown middle aged batter named roy hobbs with a mysterious past

appears out of nowhere to take a losing 1930s baseball team to the top of the

league in this magical sports fantasy on the way to a tryout with the chicago cubs

young baseball phenom roy hobbs robert redford is shot by the unstable harriet

bird barbara hershey after 16 years hobbs returns to pro baseball let s begin at

the end of the natural redford plays roy hobbs a middle aged ballplayer making

his comeback it s the last out of the last inning of the crucial play off game and

everything depends on him he s been in a slump can his childhood sweetheart iris

gaines glenn close snap him out of it she sends him a note revealing that the plot

of the natural 1984 may seem like something only hollywood could invent but as
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they say the truth is often stranger than fiction on june 14 1949 a crazed fan lured

a pro baseball 2h 17m1984 overview synopsis credits photos videos film details

awards articles reviews notes brief synopsis an overaged baseball player comes

out of nowhere to save his team cast crew read more barry levinson director

robert redford glenn close kim basinger joe don baker bernie mcinerney photos

videos view all store live tv categories oscars 4x nominee the natural 4k uhd using

a bat carved from a lightning struck tree a mysterious middle aged player comes

out of nowhere to become a big time baseball slugger with glenn close kim

basinger 3 587 imdb 7 4 2 h 17 min 1984 x ray hdr uhd 13 drama sports

ambitious heartwarming the natural at 35 here s how robert redford hit that

explosive home run ethan alter senior writer yahoo entertainment updated may 10

2019 gif youtube redford and producer mark pg youtube movies tv 180m

subscribers subscribed 696 nothing was going to stop roy hobbs from fulfilling his

boyhood dream of baseball superstardom robert redford stars in this inspiring the

natural 3 8 movie clip batting practice with wonderboy 1984 hd youtube movieclips

60 7m subscribers subscribed 4 1k 1 3m views 11 years ago the natural movie

clips parents need to know that the natural is a 1984 movie in which robert

redford plays a mysterious and gifted baseball player who emerges as a rookie in

his mid 30s and turns his team s fortunes around for lovers of baseball movies

and sports films in general this is one of the all time classics as a videos and

photos the natural 1 the movie was inspired by a real story in 1949 a woman who

was stalking one of the baseball players in chicago actually shot a player with a

gun this inspired bernard malamud to write a book the natural is a 1952 novel

about baseball by bernard malamud and is his debut novel the story follows roy

hobbs a baseball prodigy whose career is sidetracked after being shot by a

woman whose motivation remains mysterious the natural character list sparknotes
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bernard malamud character list next roy hobbs the tragic hero of the natural roy is

gifted with great athletic abilities but he can never succeed due to a tragic

combination of ego selfish ambition and naïveté the story of his shooting was the

inspiration for bernard malamud s novel the natural steinhagen died this past

december ap though we ve seen the natural many times we have to confess we

for lovers of forgotten buffalo the natural did more than tell the story of fictional

baseball player rob hobbs it captured on film some locations for the last time

many popular city landmarks nineteen year old roy hobbs a country bumpkin with

a great pitching arm is on his way to chicago to try out for the chicago cubs he is

on the train with the cubs scout sam simpson while on the train roy meets a

woman named harriet bird for whom he immediately develops a crush



the natural film wikipedia

Apr 13 2024

the natural is a 1984 american sports film based on bernard malamud s 1952

novel of the same name directed by barry levinson and starring robert redford

robert duvall glenn close kim basinger wilford brimley barbara hershey robert

prosky and richard farnsworth

the natural 1984 imdb

Mar 12 2024

the natural directed by barry levinson with robert redford robert duvall glenn close

kim basinger a middle aged unknown comes seemingly out of nowhere to become

a legendary baseball player with almost supernatural talent

why harriet shoots roy hobbs in the natural screen rant

Feb 11 2024

the 1984 film the natural sees robert redford s roy hobbs shot by harriet bird a

mysterious woman who targets him we break down harriet s reasoning

the natural 1984 full cast crew imdb

Jan 10 2024

the natural 1984 cast and crew credits including actors actresses directors writers



and more

the natural 1984 plot imdb

Dec 09 2023

summaries a middle aged unknown comes seemingly out of nowhere to become a

legendary baseball player with almost supernatural talent an unknown middle

aged batter named roy hobbs with a mysterious past appears out of nowhere to

take a losing 1930s baseball team to the top of the league in this magical sports

fantasy

the natural rotten tomatoes

Nov 08 2023

on the way to a tryout with the chicago cubs young baseball phenom roy hobbs

robert redford is shot by the unstable harriet bird barbara hershey after 16 years

hobbs returns to pro baseball

the natural movie review film summary 1984 roger

ebert

Oct 07 2023

let s begin at the end of the natural redford plays roy hobbs a middle aged

ballplayer making his comeback it s the last out of the last inning of the crucial

play off game and everything depends on him he s been in a slump can his



childhood sweetheart iris gaines glenn close snap him out of it she sends him a

note revealing that

the true story behind the natural mental floss

Sep 06 2023

the plot of the natural 1984 may seem like something only hollywood could invent

but as they say the truth is often stranger than fiction on june 14 1949 a crazed

fan lured a pro baseball

the natural 1984 turner classic movies

Aug 05 2023

2h 17m1984 overview synopsis credits photos videos film details awards articles

reviews notes brief synopsis an overaged baseball player comes out of nowhere

to save his team cast crew read more barry levinson director robert redford glenn

close kim basinger joe don baker bernie mcinerney photos videos view all

watch the natural 4k uhd prime video amazon com

Jul 04 2023

store live tv categories oscars 4x nominee the natural 4k uhd using a bat carved

from a lightning struck tree a mysterious middle aged player comes out of

nowhere to become a big time baseball slugger with glenn close kim basinger 3

587 imdb 7 4 2 h 17 min 1984 x ray hdr uhd 13 drama sports ambitious

heartwarming



the natural at 35 here s how robert redford hit that

Jun 03 2023

the natural at 35 here s how robert redford hit that explosive home run ethan alter

senior writer yahoo entertainment updated may 10 2019 gif youtube redford and

producer mark

the natural youtube

May 02 2023

pg youtube movies tv 180m subscribers subscribed 696 nothing was going to stop

roy hobbs from fulfilling his boyhood dream of baseball superstardom robert

redford stars in this inspiring

the natural 3 8 movie clip batting practice with

Apr 01 2023

the natural 3 8 movie clip batting practice with wonderboy 1984 hd youtube

movieclips 60 7m subscribers subscribed 4 1k 1 3m views 11 years ago the

natural movie clips

the natural movie review common sense media

Feb 28 2023

parents need to know that the natural is a 1984 movie in which robert redford



plays a mysterious and gifted baseball player who emerges as a rookie in his mid

30s and turns his team s fortunes around for lovers of baseball movies and sports

films in general this is one of the all time classics as a videos and photos the

natural

10 things that you didn t know about the natural

Jan 30 2023

1 the movie was inspired by a real story in 1949 a woman who was stalking one

of the baseball players in chicago actually shot a player with a gun this inspired

bernard malamud to write a book

the natural wikipedia

Dec 29 2022

the natural is a 1952 novel about baseball by bernard malamud and is his debut

novel the story follows roy hobbs a baseball prodigy whose career is sidetracked

after being shot by a woman whose motivation remains mysterious

the natural character list sparknotes

Nov 27 2022

the natural character list sparknotes bernard malamud character list next roy

hobbs the tragic hero of the natural roy is gifted with great athletic abilities but he

can never succeed due to a tragic combination of ego selfish ambition and

naïveté



stalker who inspired the natural dies lived real npr

Oct 27 2022

the story of his shooting was the inspiration for bernard malamud s novel the

natural steinhagen died this past december ap though we ve seen the natural

many times we have to confess we

forgotten buffalo featuring locations of the natural film

Sep 25 2022

for lovers of forgotten buffalo the natural did more than tell the story of fictional

baseball player rob hobbs it captured on film some locations for the last time

many popular city landmarks

the natural full book summary sparknotes

Aug 25 2022

nineteen year old roy hobbs a country bumpkin with a great pitching arm is on his

way to chicago to try out for the chicago cubs he is on the train with the cubs

scout sam simpson while on the train roy meets a woman named harriet bird for

whom he immediately develops a crush
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